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Jim K. Benton (born October 31, 1960) is an American illustrator and writer. Licensed properties he has
created include Dear Dumb Diary, Dog of Glee, Franny K. Stein, Just Jimmy, Just Plain Mean, Sweetypuss,
The Misters, Meany Doodles, Vampy Doodles, Kissy Doodles, and the jOkObo project, but he is probably
most known for his creation It's ...
Jim Benton - Wikipedia
Young Brandon has his first gay sexual experience in his pickup at the mall with a guy he meets in the
restroom. He likes it. Second experience is with a young clerk who measures him for pants....after that one
he decides to write down the experiences in a diary. (Author's Note: Several of these experiences actually
happened).
Diary of a Teenage Hunk - GayDemon
BitCoin has become popular with neo-Nazis and the alt-right because they believe banks are part of a
worldwide Jewish consipracy, andâ€”as a decentralized anonymous cryptocurrencyâ€”by using BitCoin,
they're sticking it to The Man.
The Nakamoto Variations - Charlie's Diary - Antipope
OK, here's an idle thought (and a question) for you ... A couple of weeks ago at the British Eastercon I found
myself on a panel discussion about vampires.
Inverted realities - Charlie's Diary - Antipope
â€œNOT A SINGLE NEWS ITEM will reach the public without our control,â€• states the Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion. â€œEven now this is attained by us inasmuch as all news items are received by a
few agencies whose offices are entirely ours and will give publicity only to what we dictate to
Who Owns The Media? | Real Jew News
One thing blogging and good copywriting share is a conversational style, and that means itâ€™s fine to
fracture the occasional rule of proper grammar in order to communicate effectively.
Five Grammatical Errors That Make You Look Dumb
Seriously, almost any sort of pop-culture genre you can think of is represented in some form in these Funko
Pops. Early last year, after I had written about the Wonder Room performance style, I was contacted by
someone who wanted to hire me to create a series of effects that he could build into his display of Funko Pop
figurines.
The Jerx
EDGAR DEGAS WAS BORN OF ARISTOCRATIC BANKERS in Paris on July 19, 1834. Until his death in
1917, Degas cherished an attachment to his grandfather, Hilaire De Gas, a well-to-do banker of the French
aristocracy. Developing his artistic talent when 18 years old as a copyist at the Louvre in Paris
Edgar Degas - An â€˜Anti Semiteâ€™ For Our Times | Real Jew News
73 Comments. admin October 25, 2009 @ 8:22 pm. From Brother Nathanael - Part I. Dear Real Zionist News
Family & All Readers - I made a COMMITMENT a while back that I would post REGULAR articles on OUR
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site, Real Zionist News, with all the long hours of research, texting, editing, photo hunting, montaging, etc that
goes along with the articles.
Obamaâ€™s Homosexual Agenda & The Jews Behind It | Real Jew
Get The Wall Street Journalâ€™s Opinion columnists, editorials, op-eds, letters to the editor, and book and
arts reviews.
Opinion & Reviews - Wall Street Journal
First, some background: last year I wrote a review of The Sense of an Ending by Julian Barnes. I had a lot of
comments from people who didnâ€™t understand the ending, and since then Iâ€™ve been inundated with
people searching for things like â€œSense of an Ending explainedâ€•.
The Sense of an Ending, explained - Andrew Blackman
by Peter Koenig for the Saker blog. The onslaught of western Russia bashing in the past days, since the
alleged poison attack by a Soviet-era nerve agent, Novichok (the inventor of which, by the way, lives in the
US), on a Russian double agent, Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia, has been just horrifying.
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